Universal Foldable Laptop Stand

Elevate your laptop for a more comfortable viewing height
Aluratek’s Universal Foldable Laptop Stand is perfect for providing a comfortable, customizable work surface for your laptop. The laptop stand features a slim, lightweight and foldable design allowing easy portability. Your laptop can be elevated to a more comfortable view to help ease body aches and eye strain. Made with high quality aluminum, the stand provides solid stability and sturdiness for your laptop. The laptop stand’s base features a non-slip silicone padded feet to keep it from slipping and sliding off your desk surface. The design and structure of the laptop stand also allows for cool airflow to ventilate through to keep your laptop from overheating. The Universal Foldable Laptop Stand supports Apple Macbook Pro, Macbook Air, Microsoft Surface, Google Chromebook and other 10-17 inch laptops.

Overview:
Aluratek’s Universal Foldable Laptop Stand is perfect for providing a comfortable, customizable work surface for your laptop. The laptop stand features a slim, lightweight and foldable design allowing easy portability. Your laptop can be elevated to a more comfortable view to help ease body aches and eye strain. Made with high quality aluminum, the stand provides solid stability and sturdiness for your laptop. The laptop stand’s base features a non-slip silicone padded feet to keep it from slipping and sliding off your desk surface. The design and structure of the laptop stand also allows for cool airflow to ventilate through to keep your laptop from overheating. The Universal Foldable Laptop Stand supports Apple Macbook Pro, Macbook Air, Microsoft Surface, Google Chromebook and other 10-17 inch laptops.

Features:
- Made of durable aluminum material
- Unfolds to 8 or 18 degree tilted angle
- Anti-slip rubber silicone feet to protect device from slipping, sliding or scratching
- Compatible with Macbook Pro, Macbook Air or other 10-17 inch laptops
- Compact for easy travelling
- Limited 1 Year Warranty
Multi-Viewing Angle

The Universal Foldable Laptop Stand can adjust between a 8-18 degree tilted angle which helps to reduce any wrist, hand or neck aches as well as easing eye strain. Simply push out the legs into place to your desired angle.

Anti-Slip Base and Ventilation

The laptop stand features a non-slip silicone padded base to help prevent the stand from slipping and sliding around your desk. The laptop stand is designed and structured to keep your laptop from overheating and making sure it stays cool and well ventilated.

Package Contents:
Universal Foldable Laptop Stand, Quick Start Guide, Registration Card

Requirements:
• None

1 YEAR Warranty